After Mission BeejYan, frequent rain-triggered landslides make mitigation difficult through manual tree plantation. We're all aware of the alarming rate of loss of forest cover in the hilly topographies of Uttarakhand. The initiative was supported by 2000+ students of 9 government schools since 2019.

Community Land Transformation Program: A forest adjacent to Kovalam Road under our Sr. Program Specialist (Food Technology) Mamallapuram, Tamil Nadu. To pay green tribute to him, we've nurtured us! To pay green tribute to him, we've nurtured! To pay green tribute to him, we've nurtured! To pay green tribute to him, we've nurtured!

Under Mission BeejYaan, we dispersed 1.1 million seed balls in Jharkhand in the inaccessible terrains of the Chamoli district of Uttarakhand to increase awareness about coral reefs and the impact of global pollution on the planet.

In the age of instant gratification, let's be like the snails with the right hearts. While you are moving forward towards breaking the cycle of generational illiteracy, students are now enthusiastically learning English and Hindi alphabets to mathematical counting, conversation with ReThink Desi community collaboration. Listen to the human efforts + innovative measures and progressive initiatives of SankalpTaru Forest Force and the local community. As a tech-powered environmental NGO, we believe in the limitless possibility of using technology in combating climate change.

So, this August, while choosing a gift for your loved ones, choose the one that signifies an intrinsic bond between all living creatures and Mother Nature. Trees are the backbone for our survival, they take in carbon dioxide and release oxygen that we need, and they help us understand the cycle of life.

Do you remember the story of how we started? Continue the journey of sharing the story of our efforts bearing fruit. To know more, read our June edition to explore the remarkable transformation diaries. In July 2023, we launched a special story on Spotify titled ‘Wilderness Wonders’ to increase awareness about coral reefs and the impact of global pollution on the planet.

Don't forget to check out a fantastic short story by the students of the Talent500 Rural Livelihood Program - GramYumm. We’re launching our July newsletter featuring ‘Transformations Diaries’ - Watch Our Efforts Bearing Fruit! Take a leap into the future of rural livelihoods and explore the remarkable transformation diaries.

In July, we're launching our August newsletter featuring August Festivities - Our Latest Campaign. We're celebrating the humans of SankalpTaru with a series of columns highlighting environmental initiatives. Stay tuned for next month's edition!

Learn more about our innovative initiatives and campaigns to support sustainable gifting by planting trees for your loved ones! Visit our website www.sankalptaru.org and lend your hand with a click of a button.

We ship high quality, zero adulteration products directly from our farmers, ensuring that you get premium quality products at fair prices. Our team of experts works tirelessly to ensure that we provide you with the best possible service. We're committed to offering top-notch customer service and helping you find the perfect gift for your loved ones.

Accenture Urban Plantations
Talent500 Rural Livelihood
GramYumm
SBI Cards & Payments Services
Mphasis Urban Plantation
HUGE App - Healthy Us through Greening Environment
HUGE App - Health and Environment

STAY TUNED FOR NEXT MONTH'S EDITION!